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THE FATE OF PHOBOS

techniques to their flexible solar cells.
They found a simple pattern performed
best. One of the biggest advantages of
the final design is that the “pieces aren’t
shading each other”, Shtein says.
Shtein pictures encasing the kirigami
solar material, and the simple electronics
and motors needed to drive it, within
a thin double-pane enclosure. This would
protect the cell from the weather, and it
would be as easy to install on a roof as
a conventional solar panel.
The team is testing how the cells
will withstand constant stretching and
bending. So far, the cells have held up well
to more than 300 cycles. “There’s still a lot
of thinking and refining to do,” says Shtein.
Gallium arsenide costs more than
silicon. Shtein says even if gallium arsenide
remains too expensive for commercial
kirigami cells, plenty of cheaper solar
materials are in development.
Jones says kirigami solar cells could
even be made from a thin, flexible form
of silicon known as amorphous silicon.
It is a bit thicker than gallium arsenide, but
by adjusting the spacing between the cuts,
“it might be possible”, he says.

20 MILLION

The number of years before Martian moon Phobos descends to an altitude
where the red planet’s gravity begins to rip it apart. The rubble will form a ring
around Mars according to a paper published in Nature Geoscience
in November.
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100 MILLION
How long, in years, the ring might remain in orbit until
it crashes on Mars, bit by bit.
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9,377

Size of Mars’ largest moon, Phobos,
in kilometres, at its widest point.

The height of Phobos’ orbit
in kilometres today.

2-3
The distance, in centimetres, that Phobos’ orbit is closing in on Mars each year.
Phobos is one of only two moons in the Solar System that is approaching
its host planet. The other is Neptune’s moon Triton.

